ABSTRACT A photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor has been broadly used for smart watches and bands because it is easy to measure and contains many health information, such as heart rate (HR) and respiratory rate (RR). Because the PPG sensor blinks an LED at sampling instants, the rate for sampling and LED flashing should be reduced to extend the battery life. To reduce the rate, we employed two different compressive covariance sensing (CCS) techniques and applied them to HR and RR estimation. The CCS cannot recover a signal itself but reconstructs its covariance. We designed a signal processing technique to extract HR and RR from the reconstructed covariance. The estimation performance was evaluated by using the open-source data and the experimental data, and the power consumption of a wrist-type PPG sensor with respect to the compression ratio was evaluated. The proposed method acquired the covariance of the PPG with an average sampling rate of 1.79 Hz below the Nyquist rate for HR (10 Hz), and it significantly reduced the energy consumption for the PPG sampling. Moreover, its estimation accuracy was sufficient to be used for a wearable healthcare system. As a result, the proposed method showed that HR and RR can be estimated with an ultra-low-power PPG sensor.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heart rate (HR) and respiratory rate (RR) are important information because they reflect various physical status. The change of HR is caused by sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems, the basic level of body metabolism, venous return determined by peripheral circulation, physical activity, age, and the size of the body. RR depends on chemical factor (blood oxygen level), nervous factor, and voluntary control [1] . According to the fast-growing usage of smart watches and smart bands with a photoplethysmogram (PPG) sensor, the technique to monitor users' HR and RR in daily life has attracted great attention [2] - [4] . HR can be estimated from the PPG by using frequency analysis techniques such as the Fourier transform, power spectral density, and an adaptive
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sabah Mohammed. notch filter. Because the respiratory component of the PPG is not clearly observed in the PPG, various signal processing techniques have been developed to estimate RR from the PPG.
There are three types of modulation of the PPG induced by respiration: amplitude, baseline, and pulse width modulations. Among these modulations, the baseline modulation can be understood as the presence of a frequency component; the frequency corresponds to RR. To extract the frequency component, digital filters were used [5] . For example, the respiratory component of PPG was acquired using a 0.6 Hz low-pass filter (LPF). An autoregressive (AR) model was frequently used for RR estimation [6] , [7] . The poles of the AR model represent frequencies of the input signal and these are computed through a batch processing method. The concept was simple and the estimate was accurate. To implement a real-time operation, the AR model method employed a moving-window technique yielding computational redundancy. In our previous study, we suggested an adaptive lattice-type respiratory rate estimator (ALRE) which utilizes an adaptive lattice notch filter (ALNF) as a frequency estimator [8] . The relation between designing a notch filter and finding AR model coefficients is theoretically similar and the ALRE can be interpreted as an adaptive version of the AR model method. As a result, it showed superior performance as well as has an efficient computational structure. Recently, the Holo-Hilbert spectral analysis based approach was proposed [9] . It can capture both frequency-modulated and amplitude-modulated features. However, it demands significant computational resources caused by an empirical mode decomposition (EMD). So far, many RR estimation algorithms have been developed using frequency analysis of PPG.
In spite of the development of smart watches, it is still important to extend battery life; the energy consumption of a PPG sensor determines the battery life. The PPG sensor illuminates the user's skin using a light-emitted diode (LED) and measures the change of blood volume by using the reflected light (see Fig. 1 ). Because the sensor should blink the LED at sampling instants to acquire a PPG, the rate for sampling and LED flashing is directly related to the energy consumption. A high rate will significantly reduce the battery life of smart watches or bands. To monitor the user's HR and RR for an extremely long time, an energy-efficient PPG sampling technique is required.
Compressed sensing (CS) is a representative technique that can analyze an original signal using a compressed signal sampled at a lower sampling rate than the Nyquist rate [10] . In previous studies, CS showed that electrophysiological signals (e.g., electromyogram and electrocardiogram) could be compressed with higher energy efficiency than waveletbased compression techniques [11] , [12] . Even though CS can compress a given analog signal through a measurement matrix, it cannot reduce the rate of LED pulses, for smart watches, because the light emission is essential to obtain the analog PPG [13] .
As an alternative approach to CS, a new technique called compressive covariance sensing (CCS) has been proposed [14] . In the compression phase of CCS, the original signal is sampled with a specific pattern defined by a sparse ruler. Because no additional procedure is required for the compression (or sampling) phase of CCS, CCS can reduce the rate of sampling and LED flashing. Hence, we exploited the CCS to enhance the energy-efficiency of the PPG sensor. Daniel Romero and Greet Leus proposed the original CCS, which restores the covariance matrix of a non-sparse signal using a least square method [15] . We call it LS-CCS for convenience. Recently, we proposed an online CCS. Both the compression and recovery procedures of the online CCS are online processing [21] . It achieves a higher compression ratio than LS-CCS by using a circular sparse ruler (CSR). In this study, we considered only a covariance vector instead of the covariance matrix. Both CCS methods are described in section II in detail.
The CCS technique recovers the second-order statistics of an original signal from the compressed signal, but it cannot recover the original signal itself. Because covariance contains the frequency information of the original signal, CCS can be used to estimate HR and RR from a PPG. However, because the average sampling rate of CCS does not satisfy the Nyquist condition and the compressed signal is not equispaced data, conventional discrete-time signal processing techniques are unsuitable. Hence, we proposed an energyefficient PPG sampling technique using CCS and designed new signal processing algorithms for CCS. The methods are explained in detail in the next section. In the results section, we compare the LS-CCS, online CCS, and ALRE using open-source data and wrist-type PPG signals. In the discussion section, the experimental results are interpreted and discussed.
II. METHODS
The proposed PPG sampling technique consists of three steps as shown in Fig. 2 . In the first step, the PPG makes the LED blink with the pattern of a sparse ruler, and then measures the reflected light; the sparse ruler determines the rate of LED pulses. From the measured samples (see Fig. 3 ), it reconstructs a covariance of PPG using a recovery algorithm. These processes correspond to the compression and recovery phases of CCS. We adopted two different CCSs (LS-CCS or online CCS) and these are explained in the next subsections. In the second step, cardiac and respiratory components are extracted from the reconstructed covariance, and then HR and RR are estimated using a frequency estimator. For computational efficiency, we designed an adaptive covariance notch filter (ACNF) to estimate the frequencies (HR and RR).
A. COMPRESSIVE COVARIANCE SENSING
CCS consists of a compression phase and a recovery phase. In the compression phase, CCS employs a sparse ruler as a sampling pattern. There are two kinds of sparse rulers (see Fig. 3 ): a linear sparse ruler (LSR) and a circular sparse ruler (CSR). A length-(N − 1) sparse ruler has M marks, which are integers between 0 and N − 1 (M << N ), and a set of the marks is S ⊂ {0, . . . , N − 1}. S is a length-(N − 1) LSR when there exists at least one pair of elements s and s in S for all integers l between 0 and N − 1 such that
where s ≥ s . In the same manner, S is a length-(N − 1) CSR, if for any integer l from 0 to N − 1 there is one or more pairs s and s in S such that
where % is a modulo operator. The compression ratio is M /N . When a sparse ruler S has the least number of marks, then S has an optimal compression ratio and is called a minimal sparse ruler. By the concatenation of the same B sparse rulers, a length-(L−1) sparse ruler is implemented (L = B×N ), and the number of marks K is B × M . The L will be the length of the estimated covariance. The compression phase is an underdetermined system, but it can be transformed into an overdetermined system by assuming that the covariance matrix has a specific structure such as Toeplitz and circulant. The original CCS solves the transformed overdetermined model using a least-square method; we call it LS-CCS. The original LS-CCS employed an LSR in the compression phase. The full procedure of LS-CCS is described in [14] in detail. The LS-CCS assumes the original signal is wide-sense stationarity (WSS) and the estimated covariance is calculated over a length-(L−1) LSR; its temporal resolution is insufficient. To implement real-time estimation, we employ a moving window technique as shown in Fig 4. The length L covariance is calculated from recent B LSRs, and the estimate is updated at the end of each LSR. Because there is an overlap of (B − 1) × N samples at each time window, this real-time implementation has computational redundancy.
B. ONLINE COMPRESSIVE COVARIANCE SENSING
In our previous study, we proposed an online CCS [21] . It has several advantages over the LS-CCS. First, it utilized a CSR having a higher compressibility than a length (N -1) LSR, generally [16] . Second, its temporal resolution is better than that of LS-CCS, because the online CCS updates the estimate at every mark. Last, because the recovery algorithm of the online CCS is operated by a recursive formulation, there is no computational redundancy, unlike the real-time implementation of LSR.
In the compression phase, the online CCS samples the signal with the pattern of a CSR (see Fig. 3 ). Pairs of the new sample values and the corresponding mark indices are stored in a two-dimensional queue D = [x, i]. x consists of sample values and i represents their marks. After sampling and enqueuing, the covariance recovery algorithm is immediately operated using the updated queue D. The recovery algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
C. COVARIANCE FILTERING
Because the feasible ranges of RR are HR are different, a digital filtering technique can extract cardiac and respiratory components. However, most discrete-time signal processing techniques are not applicable to CCS, because not only does the CCS not satisfy the Nyquist condition but also the samples are not uniformly spaced. To solve this problem, we exploit the relation between the covariance of the filtered signal y and input signal x [17] as follows: 
where h[n] represents the impulse response of the digital filter. c y and c x are the covariances of the filtered signal y and the input signal x. As shown in (4), the covariance of the filtered signal can be calculated by forward-backward filtering of the reconstructed covariance [18] . In this study, a Butterworth filter was employed to enhance the HR and RR. A 0.7 Hz high pass filter and a 0.05-0.7 Hz bandpass filter were used for HR and RR estimation, respectively.
D. FREQUENCY ESTIMATION
Because the covariance contains the frequency information of the original signal, the HR and RR can be estimated by using a Fourier transform; the Fourier transform of covariance is the power spectral density. Maximum values of the spectrum will correspond to HR and RR, but it is inefficient to operate these processes at each iteration. Hence, we designed an adaptive covariance notch filter (ACNF) which serves as a frequency estimator. The ACNF is based on a 2 nd order infinite impulse response (IIR) notch filter as follows:
where ω 0 represents notch frequency. a and r are the coefficients of the all-zero filter, and the pole-and-zero contraction factor (0≤ r < 1), respectively. The notch filter (5) can be expressed as difference equations as follows:
where s [l] is the output of the all-pole filter, and e[l] is the output of the notch filter. We set the cost function as follows:
where E[] means ensemble average. By optimization of the cost function J [l] with respect to a, we can find the optimal a as follows:
To compute a[l], we replace the ensemble average with a sample mean. The estimated frequency is calculated as follows:
The input of the ACNF is the filtered covariance and its estimate corresponds to HR or RR (see Fig. 2 ). The ACNF can be interpreted as the batch version of ALNF [19] .
E. DATA COLLECTION
We used an MIT MIMIC Database and isolated 50 data sets which were less contaminated by artifacts [20] . Each data set was recorded at a sampling rate of 125 Hz for 9 min 40 s. It included the PPG, ECG, and respiratory signal. Because the feasible range of HR is 0.5-5 Hz, we down-sampled the signals to 10.4167 Hz. Additionally, we collected wristtype PPG, ECG, and respiratory signals from four male and one female subjects (Age = 27 ± 2.6 years). All subjects were instructed to take a breath randomly and participated in six trials. In total, 30 data sets were collected. We utilized a SON1303 sensor as the wrist-type PPG sensor and the signal was sampled by an Atmel ATmega 328 with a sampling rate of 10 Hz. To implement energy-efficient sampling, we adjusted the intensity of the LED of the sensor as low as possible and set it to blink with a pulse width of 25 ms. The ECG and respiratory signal were measured by a BIOPAC R and its sampling frequency was 1000 Hz. All signals were recorded for 5 min and were synchronized. The peaks of the ECG were used to acquire the reference HR, and the reference RR was calculated from the zero crossing values of the respiratory signal. To evaluate energy consumption, we connected a 10.1 resistor between a power source and the wrist-type PPG system and acquired the current by measuring the voltage across the resistor [11] . The LED flashing and sampling pattern, with a sparse ruler, were implemented on the Atmel ATmega328. The institutional review board of the Gwangju Institute of Science and Technology approved all procedures in this study.
III. RESULTS
We proposed an energy-efficient HR and RR estimation method using CCS and evaluated each result for two different types of CCS (LS-CCS and online CCS). The HR and RR estimation performance of the proposed method was compared with that of ALRE. Because there is no compression for ALRE, the compression ratio (M /N ) of ALRE is 1. We used a length-38 LSR (M /N = 11/39) for LS-CCS and a length-38 CSR (M /N = 7/39) for the online CCS. Both sparse rulers are minimal sparse rulers. To obtain sufficient covariance length, we set B = 5. Because convergence time is required for the frequency estimation, we excluded the initial 25 sec from our analysis. The performance of the method was evaluated through the mean absolute error (MAE) between estimated RR and reference RR, and between the estimated VOLUME 7, 2019 HR and reference HR. For a fair comparison, we adopted the parameters of each method, which minimized the MAE. First, we evaluated the HR and RR estimation performance using the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) multiparameter intelligent monitoring in intensive care (MIMIC) data. As shown in Fig. 5 , the HR and RR estimates of the ALRE (M /N =1) showed best estimation accuracy; however, it's compression ratio M /N =1. Although the proposed approach does not have better performance than ALRE, the compression ratio of LS-CCS is M /N = 11/39 and that of online CCS is 7/39. It was shown that the online CCS leads to better estimation performance than the LS-CCS. We performed statistical tests by using a paired t-test between the estimate of online CCS and that of other methods (the LS-CCS based method and ALRE). There was a significant difference between the HR estimate of online CCS and that of LS-CCS (p < 0.05), and there was an extremely significant difference between the HR estimate of online CCS and that of ALRE (p < 0.005). In the case of RR estimation, all p-values were less than 0.005 for all comparisons (online CCS vs. LS-CCS and ALRE vs. online CCS). In our experimental data, the estimation performance of all methods shows the similar tendency as the result for the MIT MIMIC data (see Fig. 6 ). We performed statistical tests on our experimental data with the non-parametric Wilcoxon's two-sample signedrank test between the estimate of online CCS and that of other methods. In the case of HR estimation, all p-values were less than 0.005 for all comparisons (online CCS vs. LS-CCS and ALRE vs. online CCS). There was an extremely significant difference between the RR estimate of online CCS and that of ALRE (p < 0.005), but there was no significant difference between the RR estimate of online CCS and that of LS-CCS.
We evaluated the energy consumption of each method for LED flashing and sampling. The average sampling rates of ALRE, LS-CCS, and online CCS were 10 Hz, 2.82 Hz, and 1.79 Hz, respectively. Table 1 shows the energy consumption for flashing an LED and sampling an analog PPG. A compression ratio of 39/39 denotes no compression.
IV. DISCUSSION
HR and RR are the most crucial items of health information. It is difficult to estimate RR from a PPG because the respiratory component is not clearly observed in the PPG. Advanced signal processing techniques, such as digital filters [5] , AR models [6] , and adaptive filters [8] , have been used to estimate RR. We proposed an energy-efficient PPG covariance sampling technique using CCS and designed an algorithm to estimate the HR and RR from the reconstructed covariance of PPG.
Because PPG is obtained by measuring the reflected light from the skin, the LED should flash at the timing for sampling. It is very important to reduce the rate for LED flashing and sampling to enhance the energy-efficiency of a PPG sensor. Conventional CS cannot reduce the number of LED flashes, but CCS can reduce the rate.
Daniel Romero and Greet Leus first proposed CCS using a least square method [15] . LS-CCS is an innovative sampling technique, but LS-CCS has several limitations. First, the temporal resolution is not good, because it is a batch process. Second, its huge dimensionality can lead an insufficient memory condition. Last, it was designed using an LSR. A CSR, generally, has a better compression ratio than an LSR. In order to compensate for the temporal resolution of LS-CCS, we designed a scheme for real-time implementation (see Fig. 4 ). The recently proposed online CCS not only compresses the signal through a CSR but also performs the covariance recovery with online processing [21] . Therefore, the online CCS has better compression and temporal resolution than LS-CCS. Although the real-time implementation scheme for LS-CCS causes computational redundancy, the online CCS does not have such redundancy and has lower computational complexity than LS-CCS.
Because the signal obtained by CCS is not equi-spaced data, conventional signal processing techniques cannot be applied; therefore, covariance filtering is proposed instead of digital filtering. Covariance filtering can be implemented by forward-backward filtering [18] . Although HR and RR can be estimated by analyzing the frequency of the reconstructed covariance, frequency analysis such as using the Fourier transform is inefficient to trace HR and RR. The proposed ACNF can recursively track HR and RR with a light computation load. The ACNF can be interpreted as a batch version of ALNF [19] .
Generally, the compressibility of compression methods (e.g., wavelet transform and compressed sensing) is inversely proportional to their performance. In the case of CCS, the number of marks of a sparse ruler determines the compression ratio of CCS. In this study, we used a minimal sparse ruler, which has the least number of marks. Even though the number of marks increases, all elements of the covariance are not uniformly restored, but only some elements are repeatedly reconstructed. Hence, there was no significant difference in estimation performance between sparse rulers with the same length and different compression ratios.
Unlike conventional compression techniques, CCS compresses a signal according to a sparse ruler without any criterion. This feature can implement an energy-efficient PPG compression system but results in loss of informative data and poor estimation accuracy. Hence, the estimate of CCS was shown to be less accurate than that of ALRE (see Fig. 7 ). Even though the estimation performance of online CCS is lower than that of ALRE, most of the estimation errors were less than 5% and it is sufficiently useful in healthcare applications [21] . We expect that advanced signal processing techniques will enhance the estimation accuracy of online CCS.
HR and RR estimation performance was evaluated using the MIT-MIMIC open source database and our experimental data. The estimation accuracy of ALRE was the best. The online CCS not only has better compression ratio than the LS-CCS but also showed good HR and RR estimation performance. The online CCS showed the highest efficiency in terms of energy consumption (see Table 1 ). The online CCS acquires the covariance of PPG with an average sampling rate of 1.79 Hz, below Nyquist rate for HR (10 Hz).
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an energy-efficient PPG compression technique and applied it to HR and RR estimation. The HR and RR estimation method based on the online CCS reduced the sampling and LED flash rate by 1.79 Hz and showed a high estimation accuracy. We expect that this energy-efficient PPG compression technique will be widely used for a smart watch and band. In future work, we will develop an advanced signal processing technique to enhance the estimation accuracy of the CCS technique.
